
 

 

CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

 This chapter consists of the conclusion from the analysis in the previous 

chapter  this research also dedicated for students and faculty, as it is expected to be 

able to contribute to the recent development and research on T-glottalization using 

phonology approaches method and social factors. 

 The objectives of the research is to identify the T-glottalization in John 

Mayer’s pronunciation in his singing and social factors of John Mayer’s, to identify 

T-glottalization places in John Mayer’s songs and to identify social factors impact 

that came from John Mayer’s related to in his pronunciation. 

 I used the aspect of phonology to analyze the T-glottalization in John 

Mayer’s pronunciation. I limit this research in 10 songs from 7 albums from John 

Mayer. I analyzed the T-glottalization process that John Mayer applied in 10 songs. 

The sounds on John Mayer that often changes in 10 songs are /e/, and /d/. The 

sounds that often influence of changing sound in 10 his songs are /b/, /p/, and /s/. 

And the new sounds are /i/, /l/, /θ/, and /r/. 

 From 10 songs of John Mayer that often happen T-glottalization are Your 

Body Is A Wonderland, Shadow Days and No Such Thing. First, Your Body Is A 

Wonderland song has 6 words of T-glottalization. Second, Shadow days song has 

8 words of T-glottalization. Third, No Such Thing song has 8 word of T-

glottalization. And the songs that rarely happen in T-glottalization are Bigger Than 

My Body, Daughters, and Edge of Desire. These three types has 4 and 5 words of 

T-glottalization that his uttered. 

 Over 20 years John Mayer’s lived in Connecticut, became the impact of the 

social factors using T-glottalization. Connecticut dialect have their own accent than 

any General American English. Family Background is the second impact John 

Mayer’s parents is the native of Connecticut people, his father as a high school 

principal and his mother as a middle school English teacher. Personality of Mayer 
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is very contrast individual social factors, which emphasized a person’s perception 

of him or herself and their individual role in society. Analysis of Mayer’s 

personality lends myself to believe that he may have a superiority complex that 

includes an exaggerated self-esteem as well as overcompensation for feeling of 

inferiority. 

 Knowledge and education from elementary until high school John Mayer 

school using Magnet School (Magnet Schools are public schools with specialized 

courses or curricula.) educating system. And the last is Childhood experience as 

“Peaceable Kids” Mayer’s childhood tends to be quite adaptable, and he finds it 

easy to fit into most social set ups and vocational fields. 

 Each category factors creates those own reason about social factors. From 
the social factors that appears from his pronunciation, it crates a new statement 
why Mayer using T-glottalization. The writer uses the theory from Ralf Angel 
research about social and cultural factors. According to Ralf Angel, study author 
of Social and Cultural Factors, social factors could affect the pronunciation. 


